
 

Novel analytical techniques to detect solar
radiation imprints on meteoroids
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The meteorites being studied were collected in Oman by a team coordinated by
Beda Hofmann from the Natural History Museum Bern. Credit: Hofmann /
Natural History Museum Bern

When a meteoroid travels in space, solar radiation leaves distinctive
imprints on its outer layer. Together with colleagues, ETH researcher
Antoine Roth has developed novel analytical techniques to detect these
imprints, allowing the team to reconstruct meteorites' space journeys.

The inconspicuous, small stone that was analysed with high-tech
equipment is named Jiddat al Harasis 466. It travelled a long way before
it entered the Earth's atmosphere and landed in the desert of Oman. "We
think that Jiddat al Harasis 466 was formed 4 million years ago as a
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remnant of a crash of bigger blocks in the asteroid belt between Mars
and Jupiter," explains Antoine Roth from the Institute of Geochemistry
and Petrology at ETH Zurich. Then, after a rapid transfer from the
asteroid belt to Earth, it heated up intensely during atmospheric entry
and lost a lot of material. What was originally a stone with a radius of
two centimetres ended up as a one centimetre meteorite.

Jiddat al Harasis 466 is one of 25 small meteorites that Roth chose for
his study, which is now to be published by the journal Meteoritics &
Planetary Science. In order to find out more about the history of the
samples, he was looking for neon: a noble gas that can be produced by
energetic solar radiation, for instance when it splits the magnesium
atoms that are part of the rocky material. Knowing the amount of neon
produced by solar cosmic ray allows scientists to figure out how far from
the sun and how long a meteorite travelled in space. "It's like being able
to tell whether your friends spent their holiday at a sunny beach or in a
cold place because of their tan," says Roth, who is also a member of the
Swiss National Centre of Competence in Research PlanetS.
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https://phys.org/tags/meteorite/
https://phys.org/tags/neon/
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Photomicrograph of Jiddat al Harasis 466 (thin-section). Credit: A.Roth / ETH
Zurich

Previously, neon produced by solar cosmic rays had been found in
Martian meteorites, but not in ordinary "chondrites" originating from the
asteroid belt. "This may be the result of a sampling bias," Roth says,
"because neon produced by solar radiation is better preserved in
meteorites with small pre-atmospheric radii – and these specimens are
often studied only if they belong to unusual or rare classes." Since the
solar cosmic rays penetrate only a few centimetres into the rocky
material, with bigger samples the neon gets lost when the meteorite is
ablated during its entry into Earth's atmosphere. But in small samples,
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the noble gas can be preserved in the centre.

Samples from Omani–Swiss project

Looking for small meteorites, the scientist found a rich collection at the
Natural History Museum in Bern, which coordinated several meteorite
search campaigns in Oman. Using an infrared laser and a mass
spectrometer at the University of Bern, the researchers were able to
extract the neon from the samples and measure its isotopic
concentrations: this allows them to determine the proportion of the noble
gas that originated from solar cosmic rays rather than galactic cosmic
rays. To analyse the measured data and calculate the actual production
rate, Roth and his colleagues developed a new physical model that also
predicts the average distance to the sun at which the meteoroid has been
irradiated.

As a result, Roth found neon produced by solar radiation in 4 of the 25
chondrites that were studied. Some of the samples that didn't show the
sought-after noble gas were probably part of a bigger stone that first fell
apart during entry into Earth's atmosphere. "Our data indicate that neon
produced by solar cosmic rays is by no means limited to Martian
meteorites," summarises the PlanetS member. In an upcoming study he
will analyse meteorites collected by NASA in Antarctica. Since he needs
small samples that weigh less than 10 grams each, it was not too
complicated to get appropriate material – although the chondrites are
destroyed during the analysis.

  More information: Neon produced by solar cosmic rays in ordinary
chondrites. Meteoritics & Planetary Science. DOI: 10.1111/maps.12868

Provided by ETH Zurich
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